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% Consider stochastic differential logvolatility driven by truncated fBm
% This is the procedure to simulate logvolatility and logstockprice by
% using symbolic integration int() in matlab for H=0.6 .
H=0.6; N=1000;
% N is the number of paths for logvolatility and logstockprice.
% We generate N paths separately then take the mean.
log_sigma=zeros(1,1001); % The initial value is a vector of zeros. 1001 is
% the same as the length of the vector t=[0:0.02:T] when T=20
% It will be updated by the formula before the last "end"
log_sto_price=zeros(1,1001);
for p=1:N % Utmost loop, in order to calculate the mean of different paths
% for logvolatility and logstockprice
k=1;
r=0.01; % note, r here represent \gamma in the volatility model
%dX(t)=kX(t)dt+\gammadW^\alpha_t




%[0,T]=[0,20] is time interval we would like to
%observefunction[]=direct_int_method(H,N)
t=[0:0.02:T]; % discretize the interval
DBm=normrnd(0,1/n,[n*T,2]); % generate n*T by 2 Gaussian random variables,
%with mean 0, variance j/n-(j-1)/n=1/n
X=[]; % X here respresents the logsigma matrix.






















log_sigma=1/p*((p-1)*log_sigma+X); % take the mean of the paths of log_sigma.
%This is designed to update log_sigma
log_sto_price=1/p*((p-1)*log_sto_price+Y_est); % take the mean of
%log_sto_price. This is designed to update log_sto_price
p % print out p, the number of sample paths.









title('Logstockprice with k=1, gamma=0.01, H=0.6')
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% Consider stochastic differential logvolatility driven by truncated fBm
% This is the procedure to simulate logvolatility and logstockprice by
% using symbolic integration int() in matlab for H=0.7.
H=0.7; N=1000;
% N is the number of paths for logvolatility and logstockprice.
% We generate N paths separately then take the mean.
log_sigma=zeros(1,1001); % The initial value is a vector of zeros. 1001 is
% the same as the length of the vector t=[0:0.02:T] when T=20
% It will be updated by the formula before the last "end"
log_sto_price=zeros(1,1001);
for p=1:N % Utmost loop, in order to calculate the mean of different paths
% for logvolatility and logstockprice
k=1;
r=0.01; % note, r here represent \gamma in the volatility model
%dX(t)=kX(t)dt+\gammadW^\alpha_t
% Avoid using gamma as the name of gamma function as variable.
alpha=H-1/2;
n=50;
T=20; %[0,T]=[0,20] is time interval we would like to
%observefunction[]=direct_int_method(H,N)
t=[0:0.02:T]; % discretize the interval
DBm=normrnd(0,1/n,[n*T,2]); % generate n*T by 2 Gaussian random variables,
%with mean 0, variance j/n-(j-1)/n=1/n
X=[]; % X here respresents the logsigma matrix.






















log_sigma=1/p*((p-1)*log_sigma+X); % take the mean of the paths of log_sigma.
%This is designed to update log_sigma
log_sto_price=1/p*((p-1)*log_sto_price+Y_est); % take the mean of
%log_sto_price. This is designed to update log_sto_price
p % print out p, the number of sample paths.









title('Logstockprice with k=1, gamma=0.01, H=0.7')
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% Consider stochastic differential logvolatility driven by truncated fBm
% This is the procedure to simulate logvolatility and logstockprice by
% using symbolic integration int() in matlab for H=0.8.
H=0.8; N=1000;
% N is the number of paths for logvolatility and logstockprice.
% We generate N paths separately then take the mean.
log_sigma=zeros(1,1001); % The initial value is a vector of zeros. 1001 is
%the same as the length of the vector t=[0:0.02:T] when T=20
% It will be updated by the formula before the
% last "end"
log_sto_price=zeros(1,1001);
for p=1:N % Utmost loop, in order to calculate the mean of different paths
%for logvolatility and logstockprice
k=1;




T=20; %[0,T]=[0,20] is time interval we would like to
%observefunction[]=direct_int_method(H,N)
t=[0:0.02:T]; % discretize the interval
DBm=normrnd(0,1/n,[n*T,2]); % generate n*T by 2 Gaussian random variables,
%with mean 0, variance j/n-(j-1)/n=1/n
X=[]; % X here respresents the logsigma matrix.






















log_sigma=1/p*((p-1)*log_sigma+X); % take the mean of the paths of log_sigma.
% This is designed to update log_sigma
log_sto_price=1/p*((p-1)*log_sto_price+Y_est); % take the mean of
%log_sto_price. This is designed to update log_sto_price
p % print out p, the number of sample paths.









title('Logstockprice with k=1, gamma=0.01, H=0.8')
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% Consider stochastic differential logvolatility driven by truncated fBm
% This is the procedure to simulate logvolatility and logstockprice by
% using symbolic integration int() in matlab for H=0.9.
H=0.9; N=1000;
% N is the number of paths for logvolatility and logstockprice.
% We generate N paths separately then take the mean.
log_sigma=zeros(1,1001); % The initial value is a vector of zeros. 1001 is
%the same as the length of the vector t=[0:0.02:T] when T=20
% It will be updated by the formula before the
% last "end"
log_sto_price=zeros(1,1001);
for p=1:N % Utmost loop, in order to calculate the mean of different paths
%for logvolatility and logstockprice
k=1;




T=20; %[0,T]=[0,20] is time interval we would like to
%observefunction[]=direct_int_method(H,N)
t=[0:0.02:T]; % discretize the interval
DBm=normrnd(0,1/n,[n*T,2]); % generate n*T by 2 Gaussian random variables,
%with mean 0, variance j/n-(j-1)/n=1/n
X=[]; % X here respresents the logsigma matrix.






















log_sigma=1/p*((p-1)*log_sigma+X); % take the mean of the paths of log_sigma.
%This is designed to update log_sigma
log_sto_price=1/p*((p-1)*log_sto_price+Y_est); % take the mean of
%log_sto_price. This is designed to update log_sto_price
p % print out p, the number of sample paths.









title('Logstockprice with k=1, gamma=0.01, H=0.9')
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% Consider stochastic differential logvolatility driven by truncated fBm
% This is the procedure to simulate logvolatility and logstockprice by
% using symbolic integration int() in matlab for H=0.99.
H=0.99; N=1000;
% N is the number of paths for logvolatility and logstockprice.
% We generate N paths separately then take the mean.
log_sigma=zeros(1,1001); % The initial value is a vector of zeros. 1001 is
%the same as the length of the vector t=[0:0.02:T] when T=20
% It will be updated by the formula before the
% last "end"
log_sto_price=zeros(1,1001);
for p=1:N % Utmost loop, in order to calculate the mean of different paths
%for logvolatility and logstockprice
k=1;




T=20; %[0,T]=[0,20] is time interval we would like to
%observefunction[]=direct_int_method(H,N)
t=[0:0.02:T]; % discretize the interval
DBm=normrnd(0,1/n,[n*T,2]); % generate n*T by 2 Gaussian random variables,
%with mean 0, variance j/n-(j-1)/n=1/n
X=[]; % X here respresents the logsigma matrix.






















log_sigma=1/p*((p-1)*log_sigma+X); % take the mean of the paths of log_sigma.
%This is designed to update log_sigma
log_sto_price=1/p*((p-1)*log_sto_price+Y_est); % take the mean of
%log_sto_price. This is designed to update log_sto_price
p % print out p, the number of sample paths.









title('Logstockprice with k=1, gamma=0.01, H=0.99')
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% This is Matlab code for the simulation of BM, fBm logvolatility







% Generate fractional Brown motion on [0,20]by by spectral method
T=20;
N_0=2000;%N_0 is the number of steps for approximating fBm
Wb=zerobess('J', 1-H, N_0);
Wb=Wb'; % change Wb to be 1 by N matrix
% Generate N positive zeros of first kind bessel function J_{1-H}
B=besselj(-H,Wb); % calculate the bessel function of first kind at each
%element of vector W.
X_0=normrnd(0,1);
Yg=normrnd(0,1,1,N_0); % generate 1 by N standard Gaussian random numbers
Zg=normrnd(0,1,1,N_0);













fBm(1)=0; % Conclude from the series expression. Note, since when t=0,












title('fractional Brownian motion with H=0.6')
xlabel('t')
ylabel('fBm')
















subplot(2,2,3); plot([0:0.02:T-0.02],W) % plot W against t
title('standard Brownian motion ')
xlabel('t')
ylabel('W(t)')


















% This is Matlab code for the simulation of BM, fBm logvolatility







% Generate fractional Brown motion on [0,20]by by spectral method
T=20;
N_0=2000;%N_0 is the number of steps for approximating fBm
Wb=zerobess('J', 1-H, N_0);
Wb=Wb'; % change Wb to be 1 by N matrix
% Generate N positive zeros of first kind bessel function J_{1-H}
B=besselj(-H,Wb); % calculate the bessel function of first kind at each
%element of vector W.
X_0=normrnd(0,1);
Yg=normrnd(0,1,1,N_0); % generate 1 by N standard Gaussian random numbers
Zg=normrnd(0,1,1,N_0);













fBm(1)=0; % Conclude from the series expression. Note, since when t=0,












title('fractional Brownian motion with H=0.7')
xlabel('t')
ylabel('fBm')
















subplot(2,2,3); plot([0:0.02:T-0.02],W) % plot W against t
title('standard Brownian motion ')
xlabel('t')
ylabel('W(t)')


















% This is Matlab code for the simulation of BM, fBm logvolatility







% Generate fractional Brown motion on [0,20]by by spectral method
T=20;
N_0=2000;%N_0 is the number of steps for approximating fBm
Wb=zerobess('J', 1-H, N_0);
Wb=Wb'; % change Wb to be 1 by N matrix
% Generate N positive zeros of first kind bessel function J_{1-H}
B=besselj(-H,Wb); % calculate the bessel function of first kind at each
%element of vector W.
X_0=normrnd(0,1);
Yg=normrnd(0,1,1,N_0); % generate 1 by N standard Gaussian random numbers
Zg=normrnd(0,1,1,N_0);













fBm(1)=0; % Conclude from the series expression. Note, since when t=0,












title('fractional Brownian motion with H=0.8')
xlabel('t')
ylabel('fBm')
















subplot(2,2,3); plot([0:0.02:T-0.02],W) % plot W against t
title('standard Brownian motion ')
xlabel('t')
ylabel('W(t)')


















% This is Matlab code for the simulation of BM, fBm logvolatility







% Generate fractional Brown motion on [0,20]by by spectral method
T=20;
N_0=2000;%N_0 is the number of steps for approximating fBm
Wb=zerobess('J', 1-H, N_0);
Wb=Wb'; % change Wb to be 1 by N matrix
% Generate N positive zeros of first kind bessel function J_{1-H}
B=besselj(-H,Wb); % calculate the bessel function of first kind at each
%element of vector W.
X_0=normrnd(0,1);
Yg=normrnd(0,1,1,N_0); % generate 1 by N standard Gaussian random numbers
Zg=normrnd(0,1,1,N_0);













fBm(1)=0; % Conclude from the series expression. Note, since when t=0,












title('fractional Brownian motion with H=0.9')
xlabel('t')
ylabel('fBm')
















subplot(2,2,3); plot([0:0.02:T-0.02],W) % plot W against t
title('standard Brownian motion ')
xlabel('t')
ylabel('W(t)')


















% This is Matlab code for the simulation of BM, fBm logvolatility







% Generate fractional Brown motion on [0,20]by by spectral method
T=20;
N_0=2000;%N_0 is the number of steps for approximating fBm
Wb=zerobess('J', 1-H, N_0);
Wb=Wb'; % change Wb to be 1 by N matrix
% Generate N positive zeros of first kind bessel function J_{1-H}
B=besselj(-H,Wb); % calculate the bessel function of first kind at each
%element of vector W.
X_0=normrnd(0,1);
Yg=normrnd(0,1,1,N_0); % generate 1 by N standard Gaussian random numbers
Zg=normrnd(0,1,1,N_0);













fBm(1)=0; % Conclude from the series expression. Note, since when t=0,












title('fractional Brownian motion with H=0.99')
xlabel('t')
ylabel('fBm')
















subplot(2,2,3); plot([0:0.02:T-0.02],W) % plot W against t
title('standard Brownian motion ')
xlabel('t')
ylabel('W(t)')







sigma_est=exp(X); % sigma estimated
Y=[];
Y(1)=0;
for j=2:n
Y(j)=Y(j-1)+sigma_est(j-1)*DBm(j);
end
subplot(2,2,4); plot([0:0.02:T-0.02],Y);
title('logstock price ')
xlabel('t')
ylabel('logstockprice')
